University name: Izmail State University for Humanities
Address: Repina Str., 12, 68610 Izmail, Ukraine
Web site: www.idgu.edu.ua
Head of the Institution: Rector Prof., Dr. Yaroslav Kichuk
DAC Liaison person and contact: Prof., Dr. Tetyana Shevchuk, doctor of Philology, professor of the Department of General Linguistics, Slavic Languages and World Literature

shevchuktat2@gmail.com
tel.: +30(067)27-067-25
skype: tatshev2

The year of foundation is 1940 as Izmail State Pedagogical Institute (since 2002 - Izmail State University for Humanities). Izmail State University for Humanities is located in the Ukrainian Lower Danube Region. Today the University is a leading regional scientific-methodological and cultural center. ISUH as a member of the Association of the Euroregion "The Lower Danube" was awarded a diploma of the International Academic Rating of popularity and quality "Golden Fortune".

Students are trained at 4 faculties (Pedagogical; Foreign Languages; Ukrainian Philology, History and Social Sciences; Administration, Management and Computer Science). Main directions of training are "Teacher Education", "Philology", "Economics and entrepreneurship", "Tourism".

Profile and Faculties

Number of Students: 1566
Affiliations: DAC, Association of the Euroregion "The Lower Danube"
Status: State
Izmail State University for Humanities

Our Buildings

Living activities, students (Ethnic Festivals and Charity Fair)

Summer activities